
PREFACEPREFACE

Early Living and Earning 6 (Entrepreneurship and Livelihood Education)  is a vital subject of 
the DepEd K-12 curriculum offered in  Grades 4-6 in the basic education. For many years ELE 
enlightened learners using the learning theory of “learning by doing”. ELE continuously plays 
a vital role in finding ways to cope with the challenges confronting the family, which includes 
family relationship, home management, family resources, health and nutrition, environmental 
security and protection, income generating and livelihood programs, and the confounding 
influx of technology. 

 
The worktext “Learning, Doing and Earning in ELE” portrays a thorough exploration 

on how the learner at the early stage of life deals with problems that may arise in a family’s 
environment—and their corresponding solutions. The worktext also gives guidelines on how 
to be a worthy member of the family, like how to be of help in meal preparations, how to 
participate in the management of resources like clothing, food, income and how to care for the 
environment.

This worktext comes in a series, from Grade 4 to Grade 6. It features lessons on the following 
learning components, varying in the degrees of difficulties and presentations: 

- Entrepreneurship
- Agriculture
- Home Economics
- Industrial Arts

Lessons in every unit feature concepts, tests and activities to enhance mastery of learning 
and acquisition of skills. Illustrations provided in every lesson enable learners to easily 
understand concepts contained therein. Step by step procedures are simplified to help learners 
absorb lessons on living—as ELE is considered as the laboratory of life.

Furthermore, this worktext is intended to be material for the whole family—as a tool for 
bonding, for reading enjoyment, for doing fun activities. 

ELE helps make family life a joyful journey.  
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Each of us has the power to chart our own life. 
Most people dream of having a steady job and drawing a monthly salary, even if it means 

working for somebody else. There  are also people who dream of owning their own businesses, 
and have people working for them. Some of of these people rise to positions of wealth and power. 
Only a select few risk their resources and skills to put up their own business rather than work 
for others.

Putting up a business means being able to discover, create and maintain a viable and profitable 
business. There are rewards, as well as risks, in going into business or entrepreneurship. It all 
depends on the owner’s ability to overcome difficulties and deal with challenges of becoming 
an entrepreneur.

  Lesson 1   A Dream Come True  Lesson 1   A Dream Come True

Many people who are engaged in 
business become rich. Some of them started 
with a very small business venture and 
turned it into a huge conglomerate. They 
went from rags to riches. All of them have 
dreamed of success in their chosen business 
venture, and many did. 

Anyone can succeed in business, but 
we all have to start somewhere.

 

Do you know that...Do you know that...

A business is an entrepreneurial activity aiming to gain profit from selling goods or rendering 
services to customers.

Entrepreneurs who start businesses are equipped with ideas and plans. They operate their 
businesses, facing a huge number of unique challenges. 

 Unit I  Developing One’s Knowledge in Starting an   Unit I  Developing One’s Knowledge in Starting an  
    Entrepreneurial Venture    Entrepreneurial Venture
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Successful entrepreneurs possess qualities 
that helped them achieve their dreams and goals 
for their business. They have an impressive, rich 
and revealing story of survival. Starting a business 
is not an easy task; for entrepreneurs, making 
important decisions can be overwhelming.

Many large businesses started out as a 
small, private business venture. With hard work, 
preparation, and vision, a small business can be 
turned into a major business that provides jobs 
for many people. 

Here are some Filipino and Foreign 
entrepreneurs who have succeeded in their 
chosen undertaking.

TONY TAN CAKTIONG TONY TAN CAKTIONG – Jollibee Foods – Jollibee Foods 
Corporation (born July 17, 1934)Corporation (born July 17, 1934)

Tony Tan Caktiong is a Filipino Chinese 
entrepreneur, the man behind the exceptional 
success of Jollibee. He started up a two-outlet 
ice cream parlor business in the city of Manila. 
Inspired by the global popularity of McDonald’s 
he ventured into a fast-food outlet chain. 

SOCORRO C. RAMOS SOCORRO C. RAMOS - National Book - National Book 
Store, Inc. (born September 23, 1923)Store, Inc. (born September 23, 1923)

National Book Store started out small during 
the  Japanese occupation, in the 1940s. They 
were selling flip-flops, toothpaste, toothbrush, 
writing pad, and other odds and ends. Whatever 
the customers were looking for, Socorro Ramos’ 
store was selling. They got into selling books later. 

Her aim has always been to contribute 
to the educational upliftment of Filipinos by 
selling books at low prices. Having 72 branches 
nationwide, NBS is the largest chain of bookstores 
in the Philippines, and No. 10 in the top 300 
retail companies in the country.

HENRY SY HENRY SY – SM Department Store – SM Department Store 
(born December 25, 1924)(born December 25, 1924)

There are lots of stories to tell about Henry 
Sy, the man behind the success of SM Department 
Store, and Banco de Oro, among other things. 

He started from the bottom. He came to the 
Philippines at the age of 12 and worked more 
than 12 hours every day in his father’s small 
sari-sari store. 
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He increased his income by selling small 
portions of products, or what is commonly 
known as “tingi.” Henry Sy and family came in 
68th in Forbes’ list of the world’s billionaires for 
March 2013. Like other entrepreneurs, Henry 
Sy encountered many challenges in his business, 
but his vision, acumen, and hard work eventually 
helped him become among the world’s richest. 

Henry Sy believes that transforming 
problems into opportunities can bring good 
returns.

William Henry “Bill” Gates III William Henry “Bill” Gates III - Microsoft- Microsoft
(born October 28, 1955)(born October 28, 1955)

Bill Gates is one of the richest men in the 
world. He is the founder of Microsoft, the most 
successful software company in the world. 

He uses his skills in developing software 
for other companies, resulting in huge profits 
for his firm. 

He is one of the youngest multi-billionaires 
in the history of United States. 

MARK ZUCKERBERG MARK ZUCKERBERG – Facebook– Facebook
(born May 14, 1984)(born May 14, 1984)

A social networking service called 
“Facebook” was founded by Mark Zuckerberg 
with his college roommates and fellow students 
Eduardo Saverin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin 
Moskovitz and Chris Hughes. 

According to Forbes magazine Mark 
Zuckerberg is the youngest ever self-made 
billionaire.
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WALT DISNEYWALT DISNEY – Animator  – Animator 
(December 5, 1901-December 15, 1966)(December 5, 1901-December 15, 1966)

Walt Disney founded the company that holds the record for the most awards and nominations. 
Disney’s ideas included cartoons and theme parks. 

As a child, his dream was to become a newspaper cartoonist. 

Successful entrepreneurs achieve their dreams or ambitions by working hard. They possess 
qualities that help them grow and succeed in their business. 

There are ten Personal Entrepreneurial Competencies (PECs) that lead to success, which 
are grouped into Achievement Cluster, the Planning Cluster, and the Power Cluster.

Generally, a business starts out as an idea. It is an opportunity for the entrepreneur to harness 
their creativity and turn the idea into products and processes. They take inspiration from their 
experiences, education, hobbies and interests. Successful entrepreneurs whose lives have been 
featured in magazines, books, newspapers and TV have always talked about doing what interest 
them the most, and turning that into a successful venture.

Entrepreneurs innovate things for many reasons.  They increase the productivity, they 
employ workers, provide more opportunities for people, they raise the standard of living and 
they can encourage and increase opportunities for women, youth, elderly and other minority 
groups. Businesses connected to entrepreneurs succeed and grow, too. 

Having a business of your own means an unlimited potential to earn money. Successful 
entrepreneurs have earned their successes and status through hard work. How to have the right 
product for the right market at the right time depends on the owner’s ability to face challenges 
and overcome difficulties.
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Home Management includes the putting 
of things in order in the house, as well as the 
application of the principles of arts in the 
beautification of the home. It also includes the 
management of the material and non-material 
resources that will help put things in order.

Among the various material resources 
available in the family, money is the main resource, 
which is required to be managed to achieve 
the family goals of healthy, wealthy and happy 
family life. Money management is one of the 
important activities of home management. In 
order to achieve the family goals, it is essential 
to learn to manage money and other human and 
non-human resources, which are important in 
all household activities. 

  Lesson  6  Family Income  Lesson  6  Family Income

Family income is total income earned by all family 
members who have been living in the household for at 
least one year and are at least 14 years old. The term 
"income" is broad, including income earned through 
employment, business, farming, rent, pensions, dividends, 
interest, social security, and any other money income.

Household income is a measure of the combined 
incomes of all people sharing a particular household or 
place of residence. It includes every form of income, e.g., 
salaries and wages, retirement income, and investment 
gains.

  Unit III          Home Management  Unit III          Home Management
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Do you Know that?Do you Know that?

Family IncomeFamily Income
The family income includes all the goods 

and services from various sources, such as 
salaries of the members of the family, income 
from land or other immovable property owned 
by the family

Scholarships, gifts, etc are also included 
in the total income of the family. 

Even money saved by the use of home-
grown vegetables and other agricultural products 
form part of the income of the family. 

Services such as rent-houses, free servants, 
free transport, free medical facilities are also 
included in the total income of the family. 
Money saved from these free services will be 
added to the income  the family. 

Kinds of Family Income 

Family income is divided into three types- 
namely money income, real income and psychic 
income.   

Money Income

The family gets money income in form of 
salary, pension wages, dividend, interest of savings 
and rent of house and facilities. Money income 
is used to buy goods and services required for 
daily living  and savings for future use.

Real Income or Non-income

It is defined  as the “flow of goods and 
services used and is available for any given 
period of time” (Nickell and Dorsey). Real income 
is derived as a result of efforts put in  by the 
member of the family, without the use of money 
income. Facilities of a free furnished house, 
telephone at residences and car for private use 
provided by some employer are good examples 
of real income.

The community also provides another 
form of real income for family use, like the use 
of public library, parks and markets. The family 
that makes use of these facilities can increase 
real income considering that no money is spend 
for these services.

Psychic Income or non-material income

This is derived from the satisfaction, comfort 
and  joy of the use of the different facilities. The 
availability of certain services when needed is 
also an example of psychic income, like the use 
of water, electricity and others.
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In a Nutshell…In a Nutshell…

• The family income includes all the goods and service from various sources such as salaries 
of the members of the family, income from land or other immovable property owned by 
the family.

• Other sources of family income are: scholarships, gifts, rent-houses, savings from free 
servants, free transport, free medical facilities and other income-generating activities.

• Kinds of income are: money income, real income and psychic income.
• Salary, pension wages, dividend, interest of savings and rent of house and facilities are 

considered family income of the family.
• Money income is used to buy goods and services required for daily living and savings for 

future use.
• Real income is the goods and services used without the use of money income. For example; 

you acquired a house fully furnished, telephone at residences and car for private use provided 
by some employer.

• Psychic Income or non-material income. This is derived from the satisfaction, comfort and 
joy of the use of the different facilities.

Do you Remember…Do you Remember…

I.  Multiple Choice
Direction: Write the letter of the correct answer on the blank before the number.

________1.  Which of the following is an example of real income ?
A. dividend of an insurance    C. interest of savings
B. free car from employer        D. salary

________2.  The following are services as source of family income except_____.
A. free servants,                       C. free transport, 
B. free medical facilities           D. free gift check   

_______3.  Marcelo’s family has no problem with the supply of water and electricity in their 
community. These are examples of ____ income. 
A. household                         C. psychic
B. money                               D. real
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_______4.  Maryluz’s mother is one of the board members of the school where she is enrolled, 
so she is entitled to a free bus service. The savings gained from the free service is 
an example of _________ income.
A. household                         C. psychic
B. money                               D. real

_______5.  The Desla family has a vegetable garden in their backyard. Excess harvest are sold 
in the neighborhood, which is a good source for  _____ income.
A. material                            C. real 
B. psychic                             D. supplementary    

II.  Answer the following question.
Which kind of income would you prefer, money income or psychic income?  Defend your 

answer.
 _______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Do these!Do these!

I. Determine the family income 
Direction: Check the source of income of the family. Place a check mark on the blank   before 

the number

______ salaries of the members of the family
______ income from land or other immovable property owned by the family
______ Scholarships, gifts
______ house rentals
______ savings from free servants
______ free transport
______ free medical facilities.
______ pension wages
______ dividend
______ interest of savings 
______ other income generating activities.

II.  Prepare for a debate: money income or psychic income?II.  Prepare for a debate: money income or psychic income?
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    Unit VI         Orchard Gardening    Unit VI         Orchard Gardening

One of the best ways to turn a vacant lot into a useful 
and productive one is to plant a vegetable garden on it. With 
the rising prices of foodstuffs like vegetable, coupled with 
the difficulty of finding fresh produce, a vegetable garden 
makes perfect sense. Moreover, a successful gardener 
can also try planting orchards. Not all, however, can be 
successful in this venture. To succeed, remember that hard 
work, adequate preparation, and proper tools contribute 
to a productive vegetable garden and/or orchard.  

    

	 	 Lesson	17	 Benefits	of	Orchard	Gardening	 	 Lesson	17	 Benefits	of	Orchard	Gardening

Planting fruit trees can contribute much not only to the economy of our country, but also 
to people’s health. Eating fresh fruits is important for anybody, young and old. Vitamins and 
minerals that we get from this food group are essential for our health. In addition, an activity 
that involves the whole family and community is always enjoyable—and can be  beneficial, too.

Do you know that…Do you know that…

An orchard is an intentional planting of trees or shrubs that is kept  for food production.  
It is composed of fruit or nut-producing trees which are grown for commercial production.  
Orchards are also a highlight in some large gardens, where they serve an aesthetic as well as 
productive purpose.  A fruit garden is synonymous with an orchard, although it is set on a 
smaller non-commercial scale.
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Family	BenefitsFamily	Benefits

• The family can benefit economically from 
growing fruit-bearing trees.

• Saves time and money shopping for fruits.
• Fruit trees greatly add beauty to the 

surrounding.

• Cultivating and maintaining an orchard 
offer health benefits. 

Community	BenefitsCommunity	Benefits
  

• Trees around us will make life pleasant and 
beautiful because of the very peaceful and 
restful effect of groves.

• In some cases, patients in hospitals have 
been shown to recover from illnesses and 
surgery more quickly when their hospital 
rooms have a view of trees.

• Orchard gardening often serves several 
architectural and engineering functions.  
They provide privacy, emphasize views, 
and reduce glare and reflection.

• Trees improve the community environment 
by moderating climate, improving air quality, 
conserving water, and harboring wildlife. 

• Temperature in the vicinity of trees is cooler 
than that away from trees. The larger the 
tree, the greater the cooling. 

• Air quality can be improved through the 
use of trees and shrubs because leaves filter 
the air we breathe by removing dust and 
other particulates. 

• By orchard gardening, we return to a more 
natural, less artificial environment. Birds 
and other wildlife are attracted to the area. 
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In a NutshellIn a Nutshell
  

• An orchard is an intentional planting of trees or shrubs maintained for food production.  
• A fruit garden is synonymous with an orchard garden.
• Orchard gardening is beneficial to the family and community in many different ways.
• The family can benefit economically from growing fruit-bearing trees; it can also save 

time and money shopping for fruits; fruit trees greatly add beauty to the surrounding, and 
cultivating and maintaining an orchard offer health benefits. 

• The community benefits of having trees are:
 - An orchard have a pleasant, peaceful and restful effect
 - Aids in the fast recovery of sick people
 - Can serve architectural and engineering functions
 - Improves community environment by moderating climate, improving air quality, 

changing the temperature, and a home for wildlife.

Do you remember?Do you remember?

A. Draw an apple if the statement is correct and mango if it is wrong.

_______  1.  Planting fruit trees in the backyard can improve the financial status of a 
                       family.
_______  2.  Orchard gardening may serve as an attraction in any garden.
_______  3.  Trees may help the environment, but not the health of a person.
_______  4.  Orchard gardening provides privacy and improves scenery.
_______  5.  Temperature in the vicinity of trees is warmer than the temperature away 
     from trees.
_______  6.  A fruit tree is the same as an orchard.
_______  7.  Orchard gardening is implemented solely for the fruit it produces.
_______  8.  Orchard is composed of fruit trees, shrubs and nut-producing trees.
_______  9.  Orchard gardening is one of the best ways to increase family income.
_______10.  Fruits trees must be planted in a farm or large lot.
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B.   Assuming that you have fruit trees in your backyard,  identify the benefits given by these 
trees to the family. Write a paragraph in the box below.

               

Do these!Do these!

1.   Make a poster about the benefits of trees to us.  Use an oslo paper, any coloring materials 
and other decorations that you wish to add. 
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    Unit VIII           Woodworking    Unit VIII           Woodworking

Historically, woodworkers relied upon the 
woods native to their region, until transportation 
and trade innovations made more exotic woods 
available to the craftsman. Woods are typically 
sorted into three basic types: hardwoods typified 
by tight grain and derived from broadleaf trees, 
softwoods from coniferous trees, and man-made 
materials such as plywood. Typically, furniture 
such as tables and chairs are made using solid 
stock, and cabinet/fixture makers employ the use 
of plywood and other man made panel products.

  Lesson 31      Wood Finishing materials, Tools   Lesson 31      Wood Finishing materials, Tools 
      and Procedures      and Procedures

 
Wood finishing refers to the process of refining or protecting a wooden surface, especially 

in the production of furniture.

• Wood finishing involves the application of a protective layer to bare wood. 
• But before a protective coating can be applied, the wood’s surface must be prepared. Sanding, 

planing, and scraping can help eliminate surface imperfections by softening and smoothing 
the wood. 

• Processes to alter the wood’s color and aesthetic are often applied before the finish, including 
staining and bleaching. Once these processes are completed, the appropriate finish is selected. 

• However, because wood is a versatile material with countless functions, wood finish is equally 
diverse. By comparing specific application requirements with various finish traits, the right 
coating can be selected.
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Do you know that...Do you know that...

Types	of	finishesTypes	of	finishes

There are three major types of finishes:

• Clear finishes are intended to make wood look good and meet the demands to be placed on 
the finish. Shellac should be considered in two different ways. It is used as a finish and as a 
way to manipulate the wood's ability to absorb other finishes by thinning it with denatured 
alcohol. The alcohol evaporates almost immediately to yield a finish that is completely safe 
but shellac will attach itself to any surface, even glass, and any other finish can be used over it.

Clear FinishesClear Finishes AppearanceAppearance SafetySafety Ease of ApplicationEase of Application
WaxWax shinyshiny Safe when solvents in Safe when solvents in 

paste wax evaporatepaste wax evaporate
easy, needs sandingeasy, needs sanding

ShellacShellac Some yellow Some yellow 
or orange tint, or orange tint, 
depending on depending on 
grade usedgrade used

Safe when solvent Safe when solvent 
evaporates, used as evaporates, used as 
food and pill coating.food and pill coating.

Uses toxic solvents. Uses toxic solvents. 

Polishing technique Polishing technique 
difficult to masterdifficult to master

LacquerLacquer Transparent, Transparent, 
good glossgood gloss

Uses toxic solvents. Uses toxic solvents. 
Good protection is Good protection is 
needed, especially if needed, especially if 
painted.painted.

Requires equipmentRequires equipment

VarnishVarnish Transparent, Transparent, 
good glossgood gloss

Uses toxic solvents, Uses toxic solvents, 
including toluene. including toluene. 
Breathing protection is Breathing protection is 
needed.needed.

Requires spray Requires spray 
equipment. Used in equipment. Used in 
professional shops onlyprofessional shops only

Linseed oilLinseed oil Yellow warm Yellow warm 
glow, pops glow, pops 
grain1, grain1, 
darkens with darkens with 
ageage

Relatively safe, metallic Relatively safe, metallic 
driers are poisonous.driers are poisonous.

Easy, apply with rags Easy, apply with rags 
and wipe off. Takes and wipe off. Takes 
relatively long time to relatively long time to 
drydry
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Top 10 Shop Equipment Every Woodworker Should HaveTop 10 Shop Equipment Every Woodworker Should Have

EquipmentEquipment Description and UsesDescription and Uses
Woodworker's Bench with ViseWoodworker's Bench with Vise This is a table with vise attached to it. The bench is a This is a table with vise attached to it. The bench is a 

stable-based table with a thick, hardwood top. The end of stable-based table with a thick, hardwood top. The end of 
the bench has the aforementioned vise that hold pieces of the bench has the aforementioned vise that hold pieces of 
materials steady for the woodworker.materials steady for the woodworker.

Portable Shop TablePortable Shop Table A portable table that can be moved around the shop as A portable table that can be moved around the shop as 
needed. This particular table, is lightweight yet sturdy needed. This particular table, is lightweight yet sturdy 
and has retractable casters. This table for light work in the and has retractable casters. This table for light work in the 
shop.shop.

Saw HorsesSaw Horses This set of saw horses is stackable, very solid (they will This set of saw horses is stackable, very solid (they will 
hold as much as 500 pounds each, if properly built) and hold as much as 500 pounds each, if properly built) and 
very easy and inexpensive to build. This is use for sawing very easy and inexpensive to build. This is use for sawing 
plywood into pieces, or nailing objects.plywood into pieces, or nailing objects.

Tool StorageTool Storage Use for storing both hand and power tools when not in Use for storing both hand and power tools when not in 
use. Keeping things in order makes shop clean, safe and use. Keeping things in order makes shop clean, safe and 
organized. It also makes tools last longer and easy to find organized. It also makes tools last longer and easy to find 
when needed.when needed.

Fastener Organization & Fastener Organization & 
StorageStorage

Fastener organizer store fasteners separately. It has fishing Fastener organizer store fasteners separately. It has fishing 
tackle boxes with adjustable dividers. Using these can tackle boxes with adjustable dividers. Using these can 
keep different sizes of nails and  screws.keep different sizes of nails and  screws.

Dust Collection and Shop Dust Collection and Shop 
VacuumsVacuums

Shop vacuum is used in keeping the shop clean. Shop vacuum is used in keeping the shop clean. 
Most machines and some power tools have ports for Most machines and some power tools have ports for 
connecting a vacuum to help control dust in the shop. connecting a vacuum to help control dust in the shop. 
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Kinds of Clamp

GrinderGrinder A bench grinder is a woodworking tool that is used in A bench grinder is a woodworking tool that is used in 
keeping chisels and other tools sharp.keeping chisels and other tools sharp.

FeatherboardFeatherboard A featherboard is designed to hold stock in place against A featherboard is designed to hold stock in place against 
a cutting head, be it a table saw blade or a bit on a router a cutting head, be it a table saw blade or a bit on a router 
table, as it is fed through the tool. Featherboards are table, as it is fed through the tool. Featherboards are 
invaluable when performing intricate cuts such as a invaluable when performing intricate cuts such as a 
routing a bead edge on a board.  routing a bead edge on a board.  

JigsJigs Jigs are simply homemade tools to help you cut certain Jigs are simply homemade tools to help you cut certain 
shapes. For instance, a panel cutting jig will ensure that shapes. For instance, a panel cutting jig will ensure that 
a panel is cut square to the bottom edge of the board. A a panel is cut square to the bottom edge of the board. A 
circle cutting jig is used to cut perfect circles out of stock. circle cutting jig is used to cut perfect circles out of stock. 
A tapering jig is used to cut tapered legs on a table saw. A tapering jig is used to cut tapered legs on a table saw. 

band clampband clamp bar clampbar clamp C-clampC-clamp toggle clamptoggle clamp

Kant twist clamp Kant twist clamp Sash clampSash clamp pipe clamppipe clamp grip clampgrip clamp

flooring clampflooring clamp Candellini clampCandellini clamp bench clampbench clamp forked clampforked clamp
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IT SUPPLEMENTIT SUPPLEMENT

CODING FOR KIDSCODING FOR KIDS
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What is Coding?What is Coding?

Coding is the act of writing instructions for a computer to make the computer perform a 
task. Coding may also be called programming. A finished set of computer instructions is called 
a program.

Every app, game and software program we use requires a coded program to work. Many of 
our household appliances and even our cars also require a coded program to work.

For a program to work it must be written in a way that a computer understands. This is 
done with a computer language. There are different computer languages designed for different 
types of computer programs.

These computer languages include HTML, Javascript, C and Python. Essentially the com-
puter language converts human generated instructions into binary code – that is, strings of ones 
and zeroes that tell a computer what to do.

When learning to code, children typically learn to use simplified, visual programming tools 
that allow them to build programs with pre-made blocks of codes that can be stacked together 
to form a sequence of instructions.

Children will then typically move on to learning to program with text-based programming 
languages that use words, abbreviations, numbers and symbols to create the instructions.

Very young children can begin to learn the principles of coding without even touching a 
computer. These types of coding game provide opportunity for children to learn the basic prin-
ciples behind coding and to develop the logical thinking sequences that are helpful once they 
begin to learn to code on a computer.

To learn to code, children need to also understand how computers work by developing 
computational thinking.

Computational thinking involves a logical thought process to solve a problem, including the 
ability to spot and troubleshoot mistakes when a program does not work as you intended it to. 
Computer’s only work as well as the instructions they have been given! If a program’s instruc-
tions are not written correctly then the program won’t work properly.
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Coding teaches kids that finding a solution to a problem often involves a logical sequence of 
steps or actions. It helps to develop problem solving skills such as perseverance, trial and error 
and understanding of cause and effect, analytical thinking and reasoning skills, as well as math 
and language skills. It also challenges children to think creatively and to pursue innovative ideas 
and solutions.

At the end of the day, coding is fun and it really works their brains!

12 Free Coding Games Websites for Teaching Programming Skills

Nowadays there are many free websites where kids can learn how to code. The list below 
highlights ten of the best free sites offering online coding games for kids.

1.  Khan Academy

 Well known for its elaborate and intricate math program, Khan Academy also offers a 
different vertical that teaches kids how to code for free. It is more suitable for kids in the 
elementary levels as the lessons could be detailed and a little technical for preschoolers. 
The website utilizes talk-throughs that allow the kids to follow and create their own 
programs in the site’s editor panel.

 WEBSITE: https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming/programming/
intro-to-programming/a/learning-programming-on-khan-academy

 2.  Code Combat

 This is a great site for kids of all ages who love playing online games and want to learn 
how to code in the process. The games are interactive and to control actions of players, 
the kids have to write lines of code. The difficulty rises as they advance in stages.

 WEBSITE: https://codecombat.com/

 3.  Scratch

 For kids aged 8-16 years, this is a great website where they can learn how to build practically 
anything they can dream of. The website was created as an online community to help 
young kids become programmers through easy activity packs and a great support system.

 WEBSITE: https://scratch.mit.edu/

Why Teach Kids to Code?Why Teach Kids to Code?
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 4.  Code Monster

 Introduce your kids to Javascript programming taught through a fun and interactive 
session by their favorite monster. There are two boxes. The kid code in one box and the 
result is displayed in the other box.

 WEBSITE: http://www.crunchzilla.com/code-monster

 5.  Blockly

 As the name suggests, this website teaches programming in a series of puzzles and blocks. 
Kids need to solve a puzzle through drag and drop to create a story that solves a specific 
problem. They are then allowed to see the results of their work in action.

 WEBSITE: https://blockly.games/

6.  Tynker

 This website allows kids to learn programming at their own pace. There is so much to do 
here and with easy lessons and tutorials, kids can be able to make practically anything 
they wish including applications, web apps, games or website pages. The website is free to 
use but there is a subscription if your kid wants to take their expertise to the next level.

 WEBSITE: https://www.tynker.com/

7.  CodeMoji

 Kids will love and appreciate the familiar emojis they come across while learning how 
to code in this website. Kids can be able to learn at their own pace with easy to follow 
and interactive lessons.

 WEBSITE: https://www.codemoji.com/

8.  Code.Org

 Code.Org is well known in teaching sciences and computer science is one of their popular 
subjects. Kids in middle school can enjoy the interactive one-on-one tutorials as they 
learn to code in whatever language they wish.

 WEBSITE: https://studio.code.org/courses
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9.  CodinGame

 This site allows kids to improve their coding skills by exploring game play and creation. 
For upper elementary kids and older, this free site helps students practice by solving 
puzzles, compete in coding battles, contribute to multi-player games, and learn coding 
in various languages including C++, HTML, Java, Python, Ruby, Swift, and more! Even 
professional coders and adults will enjoy this site. Free tutorials make it easy to get started 
with any coding task!

 WEBSITE: https://www.codingame.com/start

10. CodeMonkey

 CodeMonkey provides kids with practice coding using programming language to solve a 
variety of progressively more challenging puzzles (each level includes an additional piece 
of code or new function to use) as they help a monkey retrieve the mixing bananas stolen 
by a bad gorilla! CodeMonkey offers a free 30-day trial.

 WEBSITE: https://www.playcodemonkey.com/

11. Thimble

 This site by Mozilla allows kids to learn interactive programming by providing a platform 
where they can code directly and observe what the output of their coding becomes. It 
allows for creation of online web pages while still learning more detailed programming.

 WEBSITE: https://thimble.mozilla.org/en-US/

12. Code Wars

 Designed for kids in high school, this website provides a platform where coding competition 
can take place through picking real challengers online. There are a variety of programming 
languages to choose from.

 WEBSITE: https://www.codewars.com/

 

Source: https://childhood101.com/coding-for-kids/




